
 
1981 saw Sega release Turbo—something of a pioneer-
ing game—the first racing game with a chase-camera 
view (above and behind the car) and the first racing 
game with sprite-scaling of the road-side objects.  It 
also had a really large sub-woofer and had some nice 
changing scenery to drive through, such as a bridge to 
cross, an ocean front palisade,  hills (with mild success) 
and even a night time section.  In a fit of merchandising 
madness, Milton Bradley even released a board game of 
the same name.  And the game even made an appear-
ance in a couple of films.   But it was hugely flawed as a 
game.  The idea was not to drive around the road bends 
and stay on course, but merely to pass oncoming cars.  
There was no steering around corners required at all.  
Add to this the rather rough road-side objects, poor ani-
mation and peculiar way in which it swaps from one 
scenery area to another.  What you had was a game 
which was far removed from that promised.  Running 
on a single Zilog Z80, it was no match for the following 
year’s big release.  Despite it’s shortcomings, this was 
doubtless the game which Namco will have taken as in-
spiration for Pole Position. 
 
 

Atari were famously making millions of dollars from arcade machines. Rather 
than resting on their Pac Man laurels, Namco set its sight on a corner of the rac-
ing game market and invested money into developing their next game.  Clearly 
this was a pattern which would be mirrored for some years to come. 
 
Pole Position was released in 1982 and boy did it look a whole world better 
than it’s predecessors.  The racing genre stepped up several gears. Licensed by 
Namco, the UK saw the game presented by Atari.   Pole Position was powered by 
a Z80, as was many previous games.  But Pole Position had two further Zilog 
chips, two Z8002’s.  It also boasted an audio chip featuring Namco’s custom 
samples.  A steering wheel (which turned infinitely!), pedals and gears were old 
news by 1982 but the number of colours displayed seemed better than before.  
 
Pole Position’s popularity was fuelled by its really loud and clear sampled sound and large seemingly real-
istic graphics – now in colour with quality sound and far smoother animation than previously seen.  The car 
was sizeable compared to earlier efforts and was clearly identifiable as a Formula One vehicle.   So impressive 
in fact was the promise of the game, I recall this being the first game I saw my old man play whilst following 
me around the arcades and waiting for me to run out of money. 
 
For anyone frequenting arcades in the early eighties, Pole Position from Namco was the arcade game of choice 
for a number of years.  Pole Position claims the first racing game to offer a real track (Fuji), rumble strips and 
bill boards (Pepsi, Marlboro, Martini, Champion, Canon and more) and was also first to convey a reasonably 
convincing engine sound and a ‘whoosh’ as one passed other competitors.  Pole Position was a leap forward 
in the realism stakes and was a tremendous commercial success.  It wasn't the first to offer speech (Taito 
1981 Grand Champion) but it was the first to offer the sweet tones of a lady commentator! 
 
Pole Position was so popular in fact, that a cartoon series was made sharing the game title.  That’s something 
that hasn’t happened to a racing game since.  Although, nineteen years later (2001 if you’re slow at maths), 
Sega launched a game for Japan, based on a comic book/Anime Series called Initial D.  Whilst never reaching 
the cult status of Pole Position, it became so popular it went global.  See elsewhere for more. 

 

 

TRIVIA 

! 
Why is the Atari name on 
the cabinet?   
 
Namco designed the 
game, then offered the 
license to manufacture 
the game to Midway.  
They bought ‘Mappy’ the 
cop mouse game instead 
and Atari were offered 
the rights to Pole Posi-
tion. 

Above: 1981 Turbo.  Such a short 
name, they must have been very 
confident. 

Pole Position was released quickly 
onto the Vectrex.  Whilst the 
graphics were sharp and vivid, 
they were also black and white.  
The game was somewhat differ-
ent—no need to steer around 
corners, just dodge the traffic.  
GCE the manufacturer even pro-
duced a 3D (goggles with spin-
ning disc) version of Pole Position 
but it was never released. 

1982:  Seven million American homes have one or more video games con-

nected to televisions. 


